How To Trust The Universe in a World of
Unpredictability and Change
Two Brand new workshops incorporating Soul Awareness Principles
and Evolutionary Astrology
Saturday 6th April and Sunday 7th April (attend one or both)
Held in Blackheath, South East London
9.45 am to 5.30 pm

There is only one thing
we can be sure of in
life and that is the
process of change

Everything in our
three dimensional
material world
eventually bows to its
forces. Nothing stays
the same and when
the soul is ready to
unfold more of its
true nature, inevitably
changes will occur.
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Many changes are welcomed by us, especially if they lead to long held desires.
However, sometimes changes need to take place that rock our sense of security
and safety and we may find ourselves facing unwanted challenges and fighting
against them.
It is natural for the personality to resist change, especially in areas in which we
place our security, like money, relationships, career, business and whatever or
whoever we think will give us our self worth. However all of these things are
subject to change, so they are built on shaky ground. In these two workshops we
will explore the concepts of change and security and how we can handle them
both from a personal and spiritual perspective. Both workshops are complete
within themselves so you can attend either. However, for the full understanding
and experience it is highly recommended that if at all possible you attend both.

Let the Planet Uranus Take Your Soul on a
Ride to Freedom
A one day workshop with astrologer Amy Bird and
Soul Guidance Practitioner Christine King
Saturday 6th April. Held in Blackheath South East London
The planet Uranus is
the great Cosmic Mover
and Shaker
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Its aim is to bring about
breakthroughs which
ultimately free us from
situations, patterns and
behaviours that no
longer serve us or the
world. It does this by
bringing about radical
changes, both globally
and within the
individual

On the 6th March 2019 Uranus entered Taurus and will be there until
2025. Uranus is the Great Awakener. It’s known as the rebellious planet that
shakes things up. It governs electricity and lightning and moves swiftly in its
determination to change old stagnant energies. Taurus on the other hand is
a fixed sign and a totally different vibration to Uranus. Out of the 4 major
Earth signs, it is the one most resistant to change as it likes to cling to the
familiar and not upset the status quo.
However the fundamental rule of life is that all things need to change in
order for us to evolve spiritually both personally and as a species
Taurus governs the Earth herself. It also governs material possessions,
banking, money, self worth and everything in which we place our security. So
Uranus travelling through Taurus will most likely affect these areas in us all.
The additional piece of the Uranus puzzle is to be found in your personal
birth chart. We will look at the areas of your life that this transformational
planet wants to help you to change, so that it can set you free from past
limitations and move your further forward on your soul journey of Awakening.

How to Place Your Future in the Hands
of Your Inner Divine
A step by step formula for trusting Life to guide, direct and
support you in the midst of change and uncertainty
Sunday 7th April in Blackheath South London SE3 9.45am to 5.30 pm
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During this workshop we will include the following subject matter
Why placing our future in the hands of the Inner Divine works better
Why the soul creates change and how to handle it.
Material security versus spiritual security.
Why the pursuit of security makes us anxious
Money as a spiritual teacher versus “the root of all evil”!!
How to build trust that the Universe has our back
Why spiritual supply is much more than just money.
Relationships as spiritual teachers
Why no-one has the power to make us feel secure
Why nothing and no-one really belongs to us
Why our self worth can only come from knowing our Divine Self
This is a practical workshop where we will look at areas of your own
life where changes may be occurring or may cause you concern on any
level. You will leave with several transformational practices that you
can start putting into practice immediately. This workshop is not an
overnight fix but regular use of these tools can lead to amazing results.

Order Form/ Details for Workshops on Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th April
Time: 9.45 am to 5.30 pm. In Blackheath, London SE3
Each workshop if taken individually is £85 if paid before 29th March 2019 and £95
after that date.
Both workshops £157 if paid before 29th March and £180 after that date
The workshops all include teas, coffee, biscuits and refreshments and full course notes
Please note: lunch is not included. We usually eat as a group at a nearby cafe.

Optional Bonus Offer. If in addition to the workshop, you would like to include a
one to one 45 minute follow up Skype or phone session with me (worth £65) to get
personal help with some of the practices or content we covered, or to discuss
anything you choose, here’s the deal below:
Book a one day workshop at the Early Bird discounted price of £85 and add on the
45 minute Skype or telephone session and you can get them both for the special
price of just £107 (usual price £150)
This is incredible value because you will be getting a one to one session with me
worth £65 for just £22. A personal meditation tailored to your needs can also be
recorded for you on Skype or your mobile phone at no extra charge. This session
must be taken within 6 weeks of the workshop
Regretfully, these 45 minute bonus sessions are only available for people who attend
the workshops in person. My regular one hourly fees apply if you are not attending.

Best Offer! book both workshops at the Early Bird price of £157 and
add on two follow up 45 minute sessions for the special inclusive price of
£197 (usual price £287)
Payment: please pay by bank transfer. (email for bank details)
infinitekristy@hotmail.com or christine@spiritualworkshops.co.uk
If you wish to pay by any other method, please get in touch.
ORDER FORM/DETAILS FOR WORKSHOPS 6TH AND 7TH APRIL 2019
Name........................................................................................Email...................................................
Address........................................................................Phone..............................................................
Book Saturday 6th April Early Bird 29th March @ £85.........after £95....
Book Saturday workshop with follow up session Early Bird by 29th March £107......
Book Sunday 7th April Early Bird by 29th March @ £85.........or after @ £95..................
Book Sunday with follow up session Early Bird by 29th March @ £107.................
Book both workshops Early Bird by 29th March at the special rate of £157........after £180..........
Book both workshops Early Bird by 29th March with two follow up sessions at special rate £197.......
(usual price for this entire package is £287)

